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About This Game

The Yabbies used to live in harmony, but everything changed... When the xoEl empire attacked. Now, they are trapped waiting
his squared destiny and you, blessed by an unknown power, are the only one who can save them… Rotate, Match colours and

solve tons of puzzles in your way to freedom.

The yabbies are one of the cutest creatures in the entire galaxy: lazy, sweet and they love to cuddle... but now they are trapped in
cages and can’t escape! But you can save them with your intellect and your tenacity. Save them and return them the freedom!
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Yabbies are pacifist, and also too cute to fight, but you have to save your friends! Escape from the xoEl prison solving tons of
puzzles, colours and guards and reach the lowest level! First, escape from that damn cube, then we will think in how to save your

race.

You, unlike the other yabbies, have been blessed with the amazing power of moving your cube! But a great power comes with a
great responsibility. Move around the prison and escape from the xoEl empire in order to save all the galaxy from the square

supremacy.

The xoEl empire is evil, cruel, despicable… and squared.
They only want one thing: the supremacy of the square all over the galaxy. They abduct and transform into squares all the

species of the galaxy, and no one can’t stop them…

Roll, match colours, rotate the screen and more! In xoEl, you have to escape by rotating your cube and always going down!
There are 400 puzzles to solve! But be careful, the xoEl army will try to defeat you at any price...
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Simple to play, but addictive and challenging.

Tons of puzzle to solve, like 400 puzzles!

Try to get all the achievements without looking for a guide!

Control a Yabbie, one of the cutest races in the entire galaxy.

Beat your friends and try to be the nº1 in every level!

Face the xoEl empire, who wants the supremacy of the square.

Modeled in Blender and developed in Unity.

Fall, rotate and match colours in order to escape from prison!
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Title: xoEl Empire
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Greyman Studios
Publisher:
Greyman Studios
Release Date: 6 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.0 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Shader Model 3.0, 256 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c-compatible, 16-bit

English
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Cleverly designed puzzle game, have been playing a couple of hours non-stop and it keeps getting more and more interesting!
Nice bang for your buck. This is a fun third person puzzle game that I know everyone who
loves puzzle games will love!
Its charming, challenging and has a wonderful and unique game
mechanic :-D And the synth music soundtrack is happy and wonderful!
Some tracks are very Tangerine Dream :-D
Works beautifully on Linux!
. An enjoyable 3D puzzler, while some of the puzzles are slight variations on each other, each stage offers a range of simple to
challenging puzzles for the "Yabbie" to work through.

You can find 40 minutes of gameplay with commentary here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Rk89EC2_EfE

This game is never going to win any awards for the graphics, much of the textures are repeated, and while the music is OK, I'm
not going to be buying an OST to listen too in my car. Where the game does shine is the large range of puzzles that it offers.

The goal of the game is to complete each of the levels in a range of stages. You begin at the top level, working your way through
each to the bottom of the stage. Your "Yabbie" is in a clear cube, that can be completely coloured a particular colour, matching
the colour tile you move onto - or just have a single side coloured by the tile (small ones do a side, large ones do the whole
cube). Along the way there is a range of obstacles, including landmines that will either explode when moved onto or (if they are
coloured) not explode if you have the correct coloured side touching it - timed platforms that disappear - moving blocks that
crush your character - and trapped Yabbies that must be moved onto their corresponding coloured exit tile. Each level varies in
size and layout, but I have seen a bit of repetition on smaller levels as I have progressed through the game.

Each stage is scored on time taken to complete, moves used to complete and number of Yabbies saved - with a score calculated
on the combination of the 3. The score also gives you are grading in boxes, shown on the entrance to the stage. You need a
number of boxes to open the next stage up, but I have been averaging around a score of 5 out of 9 with 15 stages completed and
am yet to have the next stage not open up.

To add some replayability, there is a leader-board in each area (an area is made up of 5 zones) which compares your stage scores
to that of any Steam friends who have the game and also a global ranking of other people who own it. It also appears that the
game is about 25 stages long and at the rate I am playing through it, I would expect 3.5 to 4 hours of gameplay, depending on
how easy you find the puzzles.

Overall I have enjoyed my playthrough so far and am happy to recommend it.. It\u00b4s a very addictive game!!

I find it easy to play but difficult to master. The world leaderboard is a constant challenge. You don\u00b4t only want to pass the
levels but to get better results than your friends.

Highly recommended.
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